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Abstract
As we grow and develop through the seven stages
of psychological development our primary mode
of decision-making gradually shifts from making
decisions
based
on
instincts
through
subconscious beliefs, conscious beliefs, values,
and intuition to inspiration. If we fail to master a
particular stage of development, we will not be
able to master the mode of decision-making
associated with that that stage of development
and beyond.

The process of decision-making
There are four stages involved in decision-making
—data
gathering,
information
processing,
meaning-making, and decision-making, and three
possible outcomes—a reaction, a response or
guidance that leads us into a process of re ection.
The four stages and three responses are shown
diagrammatically in the following diagram.

Stage 1: Data gathering
We gather data from our external environment
through our senses; our eyes, ears, nose, mouth,
and skin (seeing, hearing, smelling, tasting, and
feeling). The information we gather comes from
our physical environment and arrives at the sense
organs of our physical bodies as electromagnetic
waves of information.

Our eyes do not see colours; they sense di erent
frequencies of light vibration. Our ears do not
hear sounds; they sense di erent frequencies of
sound vibration, etc. These multiple streams of
data in the form of energy quanta are sent to the
brain for processing.
Stage 2: Information processing
The brain assembles and synthesizes the data
from the ve senses into information patterns that
can be recognized by the mind. What we see,
hear, smell, taste, or feel is not the data that is
pouring in through our senses, nor the
information patterns produced by the brain, but
the mind’s abstraction of this information. The
mind gives form to the information patterns.
Stage 3: Meaning making
The information pattern produced by the brain is
used by the body-mind, ego-mind, and soul-mind,
to search for a memory (body, ego or soul memory)
that contains a similar pattern. When a similar
pattern is found, meaning is ascribed to the
situation, and a reaction, response, or guidance
leading to re ection is initiated.
If there are no matching memories, then the mind
carries out a “fuzzy” search to nd a pattern that
has similar characteristics (but not precisely the
same) as the one currently being experienced.
When a pattern is found, we use logic (links to
other patterns that we hold in our mind) to assign
a meaning to the situation.
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Stage 4: Decision-making
Once meaning making has been done, either we
react to the situation through our instincts or
subconscious beliefs (action precedes thought);
we respond to the situation through our conscious
beliefs or values (action follows thought); or we
re ect on what we should do using our intuition or
inspiration.
The predominant modes of decision-making
associated with each stage of psychological
development are shown in the following diagram.

For example, babies instinctively know how to
suckle; how to cry when their needs are not being
met; and how to smile so they can get the
attention they need. No one taught them how to
do this. It is encoded in their DNA.
In adult life, instinct-based decision-making kicks
in to help us survive and avoid dangerous
situations. It is also at the root of the ght or ight
response common to all animals. In certain
situations, our instincts may cause us to put our
life at risk to the save the life of another. Instincts
are the principal mode of decision-making found
in all creatures.
The main features of instinct-based decisionmaking are:
Actions always precede thought—there is no
pause for re ection between making
meaning of a situation, and decisionmaking.
The decisions that are made are always
based on past experiences—what our
species history has taught us about how to
survive and keep safe. These instructions
are encoded in the cellular memory of our
DNA.
We are not consciously in control of our
words, actions and behaviours. They are in
control of us.

Six modes of decision-making
The six modes of decision-making are described in
detail in the following paragraphs.
Instinct-based decision-making
Instinct-based decision-making takes place at the
atomic/cellular level because the actions that arise
are based on learned DNA responses, principally
associated with issues of survival.

Instinct based-decision is a faculty of the bodymind. The body-mind is where we keep the
“institutionalised” DNA memories that keep our
physical body safe and secure.
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Subconscious belief-based decision-making

Conscious belief-based decision-making

In subconscious belief-based decision-making we
also react to what is happening in our world
without re ection, however we do it based on our
personal memories rather than the memories
stored in our DNA.

If we want to make rational decisions, we must
leave behind subconscious belief-based decisionmaking and shift to conscious belief-based
decision-making. To do this we have to insert a
pause between the event and our response to it.

You know when subconscious fear-based beliefs
are dominating your decision-making because
your reaction will be accompanied by the release
of an emotional charge. You will be feeling
impatient, frustrated, upset or angry. Whenever
you experience these feelings, you are dealing
with some unmet ego de ciency needs that have
not been resolved. Your reactions and emotions
are being triggered by a present moment situation
that is making you recall a memory about an
unresolved situation from the past when you
failed to get your needs met.

The pause allows us time to use logic to
understand what is happening and make a choice
about how to respond. By inserting a pause, we
also have time to discuss the situation with others
and get advice about the best way to meet our
needs.
Actions always precede thought—there is no
gap for re ection between making meaning
out of the situation and the decision-making
that precipitates an action.
The decisions that are made are always
based on past experiences—what your
personal history has taught you about
maintaining internal stability and external
equilibrium in the framework of existence of
your childhood. This history is stored in our
personal memory.
We are not in control of our actions and
behaviours. In this mode of decision-making
the only way we can get back into conscious
control of your actions is either to release or
bottle-up your emotions. Releasing helps us
to return to rationality. Bottling-up builds up
pressure.
It is very personal. Others are not consulted
to help us enhance our meaning-making
and give support in our decision-making.

When you experience positively charged emotions
such as joy, and happiness, you are remembering
moments from your past which supported you in
meeting your de ciency needs. For example, a
picture of someone you have not seen in a long
while or the sound of their voice, may unleash
tears of joy and happiness. Your reactions and
emotions are being triggered by a present
moment situation that is making you recall a
positive memory from the past.
The main features of subconscious belief-based
decision-making are:
Subconscious fear-based decision-making occurs
at the rst three levels personal consciousness
and is always about attempting to meet our ego’s
perceived de ciency needs.

The main features of conscious belief-based
decision-making are:
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Thought precedes action—we insert a pause
between an event and our response to it so
we can use logic and get advice to
determine the best way of meeting our
needs.
The decisions that are made are based on
past experiences and what your personal
history has taught you about maintaining
internal stability and external equilibrium in
your childhood and adulthood. We make
decisions based on what we believe we
know.
We are in control of our action and
behaviours.
We can consult with others to support and
enhance our decision-making.
Conscious belief-based decision-making has one
thing in common with subconscious belief-based
decision-making: it uses information from the past
(beliefs about what we think we know) to make
decisions about the future. Because of this, the
future we create is at best only an incremental
improvement on the past.

The process of individuation involves examining
these beliefs and letting go of the ones that do not
serve us anymore. As we let go of these beliefs, we
develop a new guidance system based on our
deeply held values. Values are the universal
guidance system of the soul. When you shift to
values-based decision-making, you can e ectively
throw away your rule books. Every decision you
make is sourced by what is deeply meaningful to
you.
Values-based decision-making allows us to create
a future that resonates with who we really are. It
creates the conditions that allow authenticity and
integrity to ourish. That is not to say there is no
place for conscious belief-based decision-making
based or logic and rational thinking. However, all
the critical decisions we have to make should pass
the values test.
The main features of values-based decisionmaking are:
Thought precedes action—we re ect on the
values that we believe will allow us to get
our needs met and make decisions
accordingly.
The decisions that are made are not based
on past experiences. They are based on the
future we want to create.
We are in control of our action and
behaviours.
We can consult with others to support and
enhance our decision-making.

Values-based decision-making
The shift from conscious-belief based decisionmaking to values-based decision-making is not
easy. We need to individuate and develop a selfauthoring mind. We need to become independent
(let go of our parental and cultural conditioning)
before values-based decision-making is fully and
available to us.
The reason why the shift from belief-based
decision-making to values-based decision-making
requires individuation is because prior to
individuation we make meaning of our world
through our beliefs—and most of these beliefs
have to do with our upbringing.

We make values-based decisions so that we
consciously create the future we want to
experience. For example, if we value trust, then we
should make decisions that allow us to display
trust. If we value accountability, then we make
decisions that allow us to display accountability.
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Intuition-based decision-making

Inspiration-based decision-making

The shift from values-based decision-making to
intuition-based
decision-making
develops
overtime once the centre of gravity of your
consciousness has shifted from your ego to your
soul. Intuition arises from the deepening of your
connection to your soul. This is one of the
attributes of a self-transforming mind. We reach
this level of consciousness after we have become
a self-actualized individual. Intuition allows us to
access our own deeper intelligence.

Inspiration is the way we receive soul-based
promptings. Inspiration is always very personal
and directive. It is about what you need to do. It is
a persistent thought that will not go away. It will
keep on prompting you until you do something
about it. The purpose of inspiration is to support
you in ful lling your soul purpose.

The principal characteristics of intuition-based
decision-making are as follows:
Awareness is expanded through a shift in
our sense of identity/consciousness.
Judgment is suspended: no meaning-making
takes place, either subconsciously or
consciously.
The mind is empty: thoughts, beliefs and
agendas are suspended.
The mind is free to make a deep dive into
the
mind-space
of
the
collective
unconscious and emerge with a deep sense
of knowing.
The thoughts that arise re ect wisdom and
are in alignment with your most deeply held
values.

Inspiration is di erent to intuition. Intuition is
non-directive. Intuition is an idea or insight that
arises from nowhere at any speci c moment that
provides a solution to a problem. Intuition can
best be described as a “eureka” moment, whereas
inspiration is best described as guidance for
staying in a state of “ ow.”
When you keep receiving a soul-driven persistent
thought about an action or direction you need to
take, and you do not follow this directive, there will
eventually be emotional consequences: you will
begin to feel the symptoms of melancholy and
then depression.
The principal characteristics of inspiration-based
decision-making are as follows:

In intuition-based decision-making there is no
conscious or subconscious attempt at making
meaning; there is no focus on the past or the
future. You accept what is, without judgment. The
intuitive decision arises out of your presence in
the current moment.
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The thought appears to arise from nowhere.
The thought is persistent.
The thought is linked to actions that you
need to take.
There are consequences for not following
your inspiration.
Inspiration-based decision-making is the highest
form of decision-making you can attain. It
becomes dominant when you reach the serving
stage of development.

Conclusions
The six modes of human decision-making, or more
precisely, the six ways of making meaning and
getting to a decision, are support systems that
have evolved to protect the integrity of the body,
the ego, and the soul. Each mode of decisionmaking is tailored to enable us to handle
increasing levels of complexity in the world
around us and enhance our ability to respond. As
we move through these six stages of decisionmaking we shift from operating with a socialized
mind (young child to adult), to a self-authoring
mind (adult to mature adult), to a self
transforming mind (soul-infused adult to elder).
As babies we rely on the instincts of our body
mind to help us survive—a simple life with
parents (Level 1 consciousness).
As young children we rely on the subconscious
beliefs of our socialized mind to help us stay safe
by learning how to conform—a relatively simple
life with parents, siblings and extended family
(Level 2 consciousness).

As older children we rely on the subconscious and
conscious beliefs of our socialized mind to
navigate the world we live in and di erentiate
ourselves from others—a more complex life with
parents, siblings, extended family members, and
non-family peers (Level 3 consciousness).
As adults we rely on the conscious beliefs and
values of our self-authoring mind to individuate
and begin to step into our authentic self—a
signi cantly more complex life with family
members, non-family peers, and bosses (Level 4
consciousness).
As mature adults we rely on the values and
conscious beliefs of our self-authoring mind to
self-actualize and become fully who we really are
—a very complex life with our own family, parents,
siblings, extended family, non-family peers,
bosses, and subordinates (Level 5 consciousness).
As soul-infused adults we rely on the values and
intuition of our self-transforming mind to
integrate with others who share similar values
and a common vision—an even more complex life
with our own family, parents, siblings, and
extended family, non-family peers, bosses,
subordinates, and partner groups (Level 6
consciousness).
As elders we rely on the intuition and inspiration
of our self-transforming mind to serve humanity—
this is as complex as it gets with our own family,
parents, siblings, extended family, non-family
peers, bosses, subordinates, partner groups,
humanity, and the planet, as well as future
generations (level 7 consciousness).
Instincts support us from the moment we are
born. We rely on them to navigate the rst two
years of lives until we learn to talk.
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Subconscious beliefs support us in staying safe
and surviving during childhood once we have
developed the ability to talk and before we have
developed the full cognitive abilities of our mind.
Conscious beliefs then take over as our principal
mode of decision-making.
When we begin to individuate, we need a new
guidance system for making decisions that is not
based on the parentally and culturally conditioned
beliefs we learned during our formative years.
This is when the values of the soul come into play.
Values are the survival system of the soul. The
soul uses values to protect its integrity.
As we grow and develop in soul consciousness, we
rst learn how to use values to support our
decision-making; then we learn to tap into our
intuition, and nally we learn how to follow our
inspiration. Inspiration is the mode of decisionmaking that enables us to ful l our destiny. The
soul infused personality operates from values,
utilizes intuition, and is guided by inspiration.
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